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Different practices in Europe,Latin America and the Far East.

MR. ROBERT E. HEITZMAN, JR.: We'll talk about Latin America, Canada, the U.K.
and just about anywhere inthe world where we know of an accountingstandard.
We're going to at least refer to it.

I want to give an overview of accountingstandards aroundthe world. I will try to
step back and take a lookat where we were ten years ago, and where we might be
ten years from now. Obviously,we're talking today about accountingstandards for
postretirement benefits and not for insurancecompaniesor not reallyeven for other
postemployment benefits. We can talk about medical benefits and other severance
arrangements if you want to, but primarily we will talk about retirement plans.

Ten years ago, only one country in the world, the U.S., had any meaningful or
specific requirements for accounting for retirement benefit costs. And in the U.S.,
that standard was APB Opinion Number 8. It was a rather permissive document. It
put few constraints on key actuarial decisions, such as the choice of funding method
or assumptions, valuation of assets, and so on. There was a lot of leeway under
APB Number 8 to do just about anything that was actuarially acceptable. In most
cases, for most companies, the expense was equal to the contribution to the fund in
the U.S. and elsewhere around the world, and unfunded plans were usually ac-
counted for on a pay-as-you-go basis. So when benefits were paid, that was when
the cost was expensed.

Now ten years later, we have very specific accounting standards in the U.S., Canada,
the U.K., and Ireland. Canada, the U.K., and Ireland are going to be discussed by
Gareth Williams in detail. We have more rudimentary requirements in countries such
as Germany and Spain. And Mexico has just adopted a new standard, which I think
is called D3, and David is going to discuss that. An exposure draft, ED 53, was
issued by the accounting profession in Australia about two years ago, and I believe
it's still being considered.

About 11 years ago, the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC)
promulgated IAS/19. Like APBS, it was a rather permissive document, and to date it
has not had a great impact on our work. However, in 1990 the IASC issued a
statement of intent that proposed specific changes to IAS/19 to toughen it up and
make it more meaningful. I think an exposure draft of that new statement has just
been issued. David has a copy of it and is going to discuss it when he makes his
presentation. The result is that nowadays there's unlikely to be an identity among the
three major gauges the cost of a retirement plan (the amount contributed to the fund,
the amount that's tax deductible, and the amount that's expensed on the books of
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the company). For multinational companies, the plot thickens even beyond that,
because in many situations, a plan may have to comply with more than one account-
ing standard; the standard of its own country as well as the standard of the parent
company's country. Compounding the confusion, if the plan sponsor is a subsidiary
or branch of a U.S. parent company, another version of its cost, which is its cost
under Section 404(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, has to be determined and

calculated. So we have many different numbers floating around now.

What will the future bring? There will probably be a proliferation of accounting
standards around the world as more and more countries kind of jump on the band-
wagon. And there are a couple of questions that this probable development raises.
First of all, will the various standards that a multinational is required to adhere to be
consistent among themselves, so that one cost calculation could conceivably comply
with all the relevant standards? The second question is to what degree will account-
ing standards influence the behavior such as plan design, the funding approach and so
on, that they're intended only to measure? The manner in which the questions are
phrased hints at the preferred answers. It would be nice if there were consistency
among the accounting standards in an ideal world. Accounting standards theoretically
should not influence behavior, they should measure it.

Will these ideals ever materialize? Well, let's take a look a little more closely at the
experience to date and see if that gives us any hints. Is there a consistency among
standards? Let's look at the issue of actuarial funding method. We're going to look
at the three major standards that exist now" FAS 87, Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accounts (CICA), and Statement of Standard Accounting Practice (SSAP). CICA is
the Canadian standard and SSAP is the U.K. standard. With respect to the actuarial
funding method, we find that there is not inconsistency in the area. FAS 87 and
CICA require the use of a projected unit-credit method. SSAP allows the projected
unit-credit method, but it also allows a variety of altemative methods.

ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS

The three major standards are generallyconsistent, but they do not match perfectly.
FAS 87 and CICA requirethat each assumptionbe the best estimate or an explicit
approach, and SSAP allows for an implicitor explicitapproach. Inthis regard I guess
you could say that is consistent, because what's requiredunder FAS 87 and CICA is
permitted under SSAP. However, FAS 87 does requirea short-term, market-driven
approachto the selection of certain assumptions,and SSAP and CICA generally
mandate a longer-termapproach. So, theoretically,assumptionsthat are acceptable
under SSAP and CICA may not be so underFAS 87.

V_rthrespect to the asset-valuationmethod, FAS 87 and CICA require a market-
related approach. SSAP allows a broader range of asset-valuation methods. The
discounted cash-flow method, which is pretty popular in the U.K. and is not particu-
larly market related, is an acceptable method under the British standard, but is not
accepted under the Canadian and the U.S. standards.

AMORTIZATION OF DERCITS

FAS 87 prescribesa very specific type of amortization. CICA and SSAP are more
permissive. A wide variety of approachesis acceptable. And the FAS 87 approach
is one acceptable alternative.
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DISCRETIONARYPENSION INCREASES

As in most areas, FAS 87 is the most prescriptivestatement of the three that we're
looking at here in this generaldiscussion. Advanced recognitionof increasesis
allowed only if there's a substantivecommitment to make the increases. SSAP
prefersadvance recognitionof discretionarypensionincreases,whether or not there's
a substantive commitment, but it does permit the FAS 87 approach. CICA doesn't
reallyaddressthis issue specifically.

Wrth respectto disclosureFAS 87 isthe most prescriptiveof the three standards.
CICA is the next most prescriptive and SSAP is the most permissive. There's a
generalconsistencyin the disclosuresto satisfythe most prescriptivestandard; in
most respects it satisfiesthe other two. So if you complywith FAS 87 with respect
to disclosure,you probablycomply with SSAP and CICA as well.

So, in summary, there's generalconsistency,but not perfect consistency,among the
major accountingstandardsthat now exist. The generalrule is that the calculations
that comply with FAS 87 probablycomply with or are acceptableunderthe other
standards. Calculationsthat comply with CICA are probably acceptableunder SSAP,
but may not be acceptable underFAS 87. So we have a spectrum of permissive-
ness, with FAS 87 beingthe most prescriptiveand SSAP being the most flexible.

That's not a bad state of affairs, but there are some naggingproblems, such as the
criteriafor selectingassumptionsthat we discusseda little bit earlierthat interfere with
perfect cross-compliance. And, also,these relationshipsare not reversible,so that if
somethingcomplieswith FAS 87, it probablycomplieswith CICA and SSAP, but you
can't say the reverse of that. If it complieswith SSAP or CICA, that doesn't neces-
sarilymean it complieswith FAS 87.

What does this bode for the future? Is there hope for a uniform, worldwide standard,
and if so, what is it likelyto look like? There's a lot of pressure from multinational
companiesthat there be a uniform,worldwide standard. The most appropriatesource
for such a standard would be the IASC. However, the IASC exposuredraft was a
very permissivedocument and would probablyallow calculationsunder any of the
three major standards that exist now to be acceptable. And that doesn't really help
much with respect to the cause of uniformity. The more permissive the IASC is, the
less uniformity we have as far as our compliancerequirements. What's more likely to
happen is that FAS 87 will become the dominant standardworldwide. Why is this?
Well, there are a couple of reasons. One reasonis the dominanceof the U.S. in the
world economy and another, maybe more significant,reason is the fact that FAS 87
is so prescriptive. It is so specificas to what it requires. Just by virtue of that, it
may dominate the others and drivethem into meaninglessnessin the future.

Now, the second issue that I want to discuss is whether accounting standards
influencethe behavior they are designedto measure. Ideally,they shouldn't influence
the behavior, they should measure it. But inthe realworld, accounting standards do
have a major impact on behavior,and I can give you a few examplesof that.

One general trend is that there's a desire amongthose who deal with retirement
plans,particularlythose for whom it's just part of theirjob (i.e., they have other
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responsibilities as well) to eliminate the need for different gauges of the cost of a plan.
It's cumbersome and annoying to many that the recommended contribution, the
tax-deductible contribution, the accounting expense, are all different numbers. It
complicates any discussion in retirement plans and some would say that it enriches
actuaries at the expense of plan sponsors and the beneficiaries under plans. Already I
think we see that one of the measures of a plan's cost, the recommended funding
contribution, is becoming extinct.

There's a growing tendency to focus purely on compliance, at the expense perhaps of
sound funding principles, whether that compliance is for tax purposes or for account-
ing purposes. Therefore, there's really less and less attention nowadays paid to
principles of sound funding. In general, the focus on accounting expense has the
effect of decreasing the funding levels of plans around the world, particularly in
countries like the U.K., where actuaries have traditionally seen their role as protectors
of plan participants and have generally taken a very conservative approach with
respect to funding.

Now there's a lot of pressure on them to take what we might call a more realistic
approach with respect to the funding of any assumptions used in evaluating retire-
ment plans. The increased focus on accounting standards has very subtly changed
the role that financial officers in a company play with respect to retirement plans.
The responsibility to conform with the standards has made those people more aware
of the existence of plans and aware of the different ways in which costs can be
manipulated to control the financial results of the company. The result is generally
more aggressive assumptions and probably less soundly funded plans.

There may be also pressure now to hold back on plan improvements that might not
have existed, say ten years ago, when there wasn't so much focus on accounting. I
don't think anyone would deny that FAS 106 has influenced the design of postretire-
ment medical benefits in the U.S. The fact that companies had to account for those
postretirement medical benefits has had a profound effect on the design of the
benefits that companies provide to their retirees.

The complicated nature of accounting standards as they apply to defined-benefit plans
is just one of the compliance burdens that have been piled on the backs of defined-
benefit plans. A long-term result of these burdens has been the increasing predomi-
nance of defined-contribution arrangements at the expense of defined-benefit arrange-
ments, which probably is to the detriment of future retirees, because defined-benefit
plans probably do a better job of delivering the desired replacement ratio to retirees.

There have been some other effects that accounting standards have had on behavior.
For instance, the way the FAS 87 assumptions have to be picked often leads to in-
creased volatility in pension costs from year to year. To mitigate that volatility,
there's an incentive to invest in fixed-income investments, because the investment

return assumption is geared to the yield on long-term bonds in many cases. If you
have long-term bonds in your fund, there's going to be a better correlation between
what happens to the fund and what happens to the liabilities, and that can dampen
the volatility that results under FAS 87. So here again we have situations in which
the accounting policy is driving the investment policy. I don't think most accountants
would say this is desirable, and I don't think it's desirable.
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FAS 88, which has to do with accounting for settlements and mergers and acquisi-
tions, has also had an effect on the investments of pension funds. In some cases,
companies have found that if they settle a portion of their liabilities by purchasing
annuities, that can sometimes have a huge, one-year effect on their bottom line.
And, again, this is an example of pension funds being driven to an investment
approach, which may not be the best long-term investment policy. But it makes
things look better under the accounting standards, so we have accounting standards
driving the investment approach.

Now are these general effects good or bad? I guess everybody has their own point
of view. To the extent that it forces companies to face up to reality, which I guess
many would say is the case with FAS 106, the effect may not be so bad. The long-
term effects are probably good for the country, for the economy, and for the world.
But there may be some bitter pills to swallow in the shorter term. To the extent that
accounting standards force companies to pay more actuarial fees for additional
contributions, I guess the short-term effects are good for us actuaries but are bed for
everybody else. In the long term, I think these additional complications will hurt the
actuarial profession, and it may be in our enlightened self-interest to work toward
simplification of accounting standards. That's something that we really haven't been
very good at in the past. Maybe we can change that.

MR. GARETH RICHARD WILLIAMS: My part of the presentation really is to run
through the U.K. in detail, touch on Canada, and maybe mention a few other
countries.

A typical pension plan in the U.K. will be something like a one-sixtiethaccrual per year
of service, based on final average pay; by final average, we probably now mean one
or two years average, maybe three years, contracted out in the sense that the
company can take over some of the state's responsibility for social security payments.
There are usually spouses' pensions, both pre- and postretirement, in addition to the
one-sixtieth and, interestingly, group life insurance is usually provided after the pension
plan. That does cause some accounting issues. The U.K. companies index pensions
and payments more than U.S. multinationals. There's legislation in that area, which
will potentially move everybody to provide indexation up to at least 5% per year.

As in the U.S., there's an earnings cap, although it's not quite so restrictive. Up to
only 75,000 pounds of earnings can be taken into account for new members of
pension plans. Rans usually require employee contributions up to about 5%
of pay. There's something of a shift toward defined contribution, mainly among
small-company employees. Many big consulting firms based here in the U.S. will
probably have you believe there's a major trend, but I think that's stronger among the
U.S. multinationals than among the local companies. Statistics locally show there's
not an enormous trend toward defined contribution, but there is some trend.

There is a move toward a hybrid plan, which may have a lower defined-benefit plus a
defined-contribution topper, maybe on a voluntary basis. And, interestingly, there's a
5% limitation on surplus defined according to mandatory valuation methods and
assumptions. And to the extent that you exceed that surplus, there's a requirement
either to refund it to the company or to alternatively have the plan not be tax
effective for that chunk of assets. That has implications not only for accounting but
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also for tax, particularly in terms of the 404(a) draft regulationsthat have recently
come out. So that's just a brief overview.

As Bob said, the U.K. accountingstandard that dealswith pension plans is SSAP 24.
It appliesto all listed U.K. and Ireland companies. All pensionplans and allpayments
are treated very similarlyto the applicationof FAS 87. There's no U.K. equivalentto
FAS 106, but it's discretionary,and the level of postretirementbenefits in the U.K.
provided outside of a pensionplan is generallylow at the moment. So it's not seen
as a big issue, but that couldgrow over time. And this standard was effective from
July 1, 1988, although onlyfrom January 1, 1993 in Ireland.

What's the purposeof the standard? Again, it is similarto elsewhere in the world.
The employer shouldrecognizethe expected cost to providingpensionson a system-
atic and rationalbasisduring the periodthat it derivesbenefit from the employee's
service. So, again, it is the same as FAS 87. Let's have the benefit accruedfor by
the time the employee leavesservice.

The pension expense is comprisedof basicallytwo elements: what's referred to as
regularcost and then variationsfrom regularcost. Regularcosts can be thought of in
the same way as the servicecoat in the United States; the difference being that in
the U.K., the regular cost should be the actuary's best estimate of what that regular
cost is. This allows him or her to choose the assumptions rather than have them
determined by the company or the auditor. It also allows the actuary to use more
than one actuarial valuation method, although the projected unit credit has been the
most common. Entry age normal alsofits into the requirements. There's some talk
about whether unit credit without the salary projection could also fit into those
requirements. But there is some choice of valuation method. Generally, projected
unit credit has been used.

The expense needs to be presented as a percentage of payroll and insured benefits,
such as the group life benefits. Maybe the spouse's in-service pension that is insured
can be accounted for as the insurance cost. FAS 87 will require you to accrue that
benefit in a different way and just treats the insurance premium as being an invest-
ment decision.

On valuation frequency there is no need to do annual valuations under SSAP 24.
Basically, to cut down the expense of complying, you only need to do a SSAP 24
valuation when you do a funding valuation, which in the U.K. is every three years.
Three years is the maximum period, although some companies do them more
regularly.

FROM THE FLOOR: In the intervening two years, are roll-forward techniques used, or
are they basically the same number?

MR. WILLIAMS: Usually you'll calculate the pension expense as a percentage of
payroll, and as a result, you just roll forward that percentage of payroll. Obviously, if
something happens in the meantime that requiresyou to change that estimate, then
you will need to do that. Any substantial change would probably result in redoing the
actuarial calculations anyway, so you can build the SSAP 24 calculations on that.
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You come across variations between FAS 87 and SSAP 24 with respect to transition
asset and liability, gains and losses, changes in methods and assumptions, benefit
changes, and increases in pensions. Those are dealt with in different ways in the
SSAP 24, and I'll come to that.

Bob talked about the valuation of assets. Again, that's actuarial discretion. You don't
have to use market value or smooth that value. You can use discounted cash flow,
which is a common method in the U.K., and many actuadas do that.

In terms of the variations, how are they accounted for? Gains and losses, changes in
assumptions, benefit improvements, as in the U.S., are accounted for over the
expected average remaining servicelife. Immediate recognition of the pension
increasesto the extent that those pension increasesare not covered by surplusunder
the fund assets. So if there is a surplus,you don't have to recognizethe coat of
pensionincreasesimmediately. If there is not a surplus,and you've got pension
increases,you have to recognizethem at the capital cost at the pointthat they're
granted.

The closureof a business segmentwould be similarto a FAS 88 event. That would
be recognizedimmediately. A refund of surplus,interestingly,althoughthat's a cash
transaction (that is, a cash flow back from the fund to the company), would be
recognized as income when it occurs,which is sort of inconsistentwith the idea
behind accounting,which tends to ignore actualcash flows.

Any switch to defined contributionwill be treated likea closureand, hence, would get
immediate recognition. There's also some discretionon recognition. Regardingthe
transition assats or liability,there are three ways in which that can be, or could have
been, (becausemost companieshave gonethrough this process already)accounted
for. One is to recognize it immediately. One is to go back and restate your accounts,
assuming that SSAP 24 had been in placepreviously. And one is to amortize it
undera FA_87-type method. A reduclJonin work force, as opposed to a closureof
business,allows you discretionas to how you account for it.

Also, there's discretionon how you calculatethe amortization. You can calculate the
amortization as a percentage of payroll. You can calculate it on what would be the
straight-linemethod, which would be, if you like, a reducingbalance plus interest. Or
you can do it on a mortgage method, which would be a fixed annual pound or dollar
amount each year. Not specificallyaddressedwithin SSAP 24, but generally, we
found it acceptableover there is to use the FAS 87-style amortization. That allows
you to, at least in the initialyears, perhaps keep your FAS 87 and SSAP 24 expenses
equal. One of the interestingaspects is that the first three of those methods don't
allow for any interest on any prepaymentor accrualthat you may have on your
accounts. The FAS 87 one does automatically. So it actually meansthat you could
move to a situation whereby your assets in your plan exactly meet your liabilitiesin
your plan, but you still have a pensionaccrualon your balance sheet. This sort of
doesn't make sense, but it's a quirkof the U.K. accountingsystem. It does not
requireyou to add interest to anything that you have on your books. The first three
of those methodsdon't automaticallyadjust for that.
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There's also been discussion over pension income, if you like negative pension
expense. It's allowable in the U.K. not to recognize that, and some firms have
decided that they don't want to recognize pension income as such. That will tend to
lead to some more volatility in pension expense.

The disclosure is very detailed,and yet is not the same information as you get in the
United States. I'm not going to run throughall that point by point. But you don't
have to disclosethe accumulated benefit obligation(ABO), projectedbenefit obligation
(PBO),and market value of assets,and all that sort of information,but you do have
to disclosewhen the last actuarialvaluationwas done, what assumptionswere used,
and generallywhat the resultswere.

So how does it compare with FAS 87?. First, it's more flexible. You have more
choice over the methods, so you perhaps have more control over your pension
expense. There's certainly more power for the actuary in determining the approach to
be taken. It can be consistent, but you do have issues with amortization. You have
issues when FAS 88-type events start occurring. I think we're going to see over the
next year or so that falling interest rates in the U.K. are going to bring the discount
rates into FAS 87 down quite significantly. That's going to cause problems when
comparing with SSAP 24. And it's going to be interesting to see how the auditors
react to the different sets of assumptions that may be used. Up until now it's been
possible to keep reasonably consistent assumptions in terms of salary increases and
so on. What I foresee happening is that actually for SSAP 24 purposes, the U.K.
won't want to change its assumptions, but there will be pressure from the U.S., if
discount rates are coming down, to reduce salary increase assumptions, so you might
get some inconsistency. I don't know how auditors are going to react to that.

ff SSAP 24 gives the British actuaries the best pension expense, then what does FAS
87 give U.S. actuaries? Well, it gives you the accountants' best expense, the best
estimate.

The U.K. Pensions ResearchAccounting Group (PRAG) is a group of accountants and
actuaries who have gotten together to look at SSAP 24 and make recommendations
for future changes. They are suggesting that everybody, except in exceptional
circumstances, should move to a projected unit-credit method. It should not be just
the actuary's best estimate of expense, but individual assumptions should be the best
estimate. And that really might bring us into conflict somewhere with FAS 87
assumptions. They suggest retaining choice on amortization. They suggested there
should be interest added to the prepaymentor accrual on the books, which makes
sense. They suggest no immediate recognition of refunds of surplus, because that's
a cash item and not an expense item. They suggest more detailed but simplified
disclosure.

FROM THE FLOOR: I have a question on the asset valuation method. Do you see
large differences between the discounted cash from market value on the investments?

MR. WILLIAMS: There can be, but I haven't seen enormous differences. You may
be within 90-110% most of the time. David, have you seen it?
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MR. DAVID H. HEALY: I think the wide ranges are more theoretical than actual.
Anytime it really deviates significantlyoutside that sort of range, or cleady outside of
the 20% range, the U.K. actuary typically finds another way to account for that or
resolve the difference.

MR. WILLIAMS: The actuary suddenly loses confidence in the discounted cash-flow
method and moves back to a close-to-markat-value method.

Canada's defined-benefit plans allow movement away from that maximum benefit
from the plan in terms of tax law. Various provinces have either completed or are on
their way toward mandatory indexation of benefits. They move to defined contribu-
tion, generally.

The accounting standard in the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants Hand-
book, Section 3460 was effective in 1987. It is similar to FAS 87, but isn't equiva-
lent to FAS 88 and FAS 106. Lately there has been some discussion on FAS 106
type of accounting.

Compared with FAS 87, how does it differ? Well, first is the best-estimate assump-
tion. There's no requirement to use market-related assumptions for the discount rate.
It's the actuary's best estimate of the various assumptions. In terms of amortization,
there's no requirement or opportunity to allow a 10% corridor on gains and losses.
The amortization schedules tend to vary slightly in that they tend to be year by year
rather than grouped. There's some flexibility when dealing with settlements and
curtailments, because there's no equivalent of FAS 88 and some flexibility on
materiality. The disclosure is limited. It's just necessary to show assets and projected
liabilities, but there is the opportunity for optional, additional disclosure. So they're
similar but not quite the same. Our experience has been that over time it's a little
tough to keep them exactly the same. And, with falling interest rates, we might see
that problem magnified.

A particular issue that's come up is the recognition of surplus. How much prepay-
ment can you have on your books? The Emerging Issues Committee there has
basically agreed that you should not be able to show more surplus on your books
than you can recoup either through a surplus refund or through a contribution holiday.
So you have to calculate the normal cost of the plan and value that going forward
into the future, adding to that any surplus that could be refunded. If your actual
surplusexceeds the sum of those two amounts, you can only recognizethe sum of
those two amounts and not the excess. The impact of that is if you reachthat
stage, the level of expensecould be reasonablyvolatile.

I just summarized a few countries. Australiacame up with a crazy accounting
standard whereby the value of any surplusor deficit would be immediately recognized
on the books, so pension expense couldjump allover the place, dependingon
investment performance. It has gone back to the drafting stageon that one.

In Japan, if you fund the plan, you expenseyour contributions. If you book reserve
it, you expenseyour allocationsto book reserve.
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In France, contributions demand the three plans. It's common in France to provide
relatively small retirement indemnities. Companies historically may have tended to
ignore that, but in terms of expensing prior to payment, there is a move toward
advance expensing for those benef_s.

In Germany, the accounting standard basically requires a reasonable cost allocation,
and most companies expense what they're allowed to under the book-reserve system
or, alternatively, if they have insured plans, their insurance costs.

In the Netherlands, there's a prescribed standard. It's basicallya unit-credit standard
with a 4% interest rate that coincides closely with the tariff rates on the insurance
contracts. Many plans in the Netherlands are insured. It basically gives you an
expense that is close, if not equal, to your insurance premium.

MR. HEALY: There isn't a lot to say on the area of local accounting standards in
Latin America. To my knowledge, the only country that has put forward a formal
local accounting standard for retirement plans and other employee benefits is Mexico.
Mexico last year came out with the accounting standard under the acronym of D3.
The Mexican actuarial community was actively involved in putting forward ideas and
meeting with the accountants. Interestingly enough though, the actual standard that
came out is really for all intents and purposes a carbon copy of FAS 87. At this
point, there are few clear differences with FAS 87. It sets out the projected unit
credit as the method, similar but much more briefly stated requirements on amortiza-
tion, etcetera. I think the test will be as it is being used and, particularly, if NAFTA
goes forward and more attention is paid to consistency of accounting between
Canada, the U.S., and Mexico. We will see if D3 really works out to be exactly the
same as FAS 87. Using Bob's description of FAS 87 being more prescriptive, even
though D3 is similar to FAS 87, it has very broad statements as opposed to some of
the specificity of FAS 87. The relianceon it being similar or identical to FAS 87 really
comes from the interpretation currently being given by Mexican actuaries. So it is a
standard, but it is a very broad standard and currently is being interpreted to be similar
to FAS 87.

Elsewhere in Latin America, there are really no accounting standards that I'm aware
of, either in existence or formally proposed. A number of issues on accounting for
employee benefits in Latin America caused difficulties, particularly with multinationals
consolidating their results. Two of the areas that seem to be problematic for many
multinationals of termination indemnities, which are widely spread throughout Latin
America, and accounting for inflation.

Most of the countries in South America have some sort of termination indemnity plan
(Mexico has two). As you know, FAS 87 says if it acts like and walks like a
retirement plan, it should be accounted for like a retirement plan. There are some
great differences in the accounting of local operations when termination indemnities
are put into the FAS 87 hopper. A very different number from what is accrued
locally on the books results. The typical practice in most countries is either the
company gets a tax deduction for a termination indemnity when paid, or it accrues
some sort of windup liability, an arithmetic calculation of what would be paid if
everybody left today. Both are different numbers and fluctuate in a very different
pattern from the FAS 87 accrual.
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Another area in Latin America with distinct differences is inflation accounting. For
example, Brazil has a growing private retirement practice and has had steady, double-
digit monthly inflation for the last few years and will have for the foreseeable future.
To cope, the Braziliansextend inflation accounting to pension plans and just update
things regularly, be it on a monthly, semi-annual or yearly basis, to adjust for inflation.
This is in direct contradiction with the U.S. accounting principles, which specifically do
not permit automatic roll-ups, per se, for inflation. Under GAAP, you have to account
by setting actuarial assumptions for the longer term and not just automatically roll up
for inflation. When the Brazilian pension plans meet FAS 87, there are several
different ways they are tackled, and each can produce startlingly different results as
to incidence of expense and liabilities. It's a complex area. Of course, FAS 87,
having been written for U.S. plans and the U.S. environment, did not foresee any of
these issues. And to a lesser degree, in other countries in Latin America where the
inflation is high, there are similar problems.

I have two last comments on Latin America. As Bob mentioned, our presentation is
focusing on retirement plans, but in Latin America, with the proliferation of termination
indemnities, many also pay other postemployment benefits, and hence, the new FAS
112 standard becomes an issue in Latin America. Also in Latin America, in countries
such as Brazil, there is a surprising number of medical plansextend at least some
significant benefits into the retirement zone. This has been a direct result of many of
the problems with the local Medicare coverage. Even though it's widespread, it's
been very deficient in many areas in countries like Brazil. So private employers with
very young populations have fallen into the trap of providing very generous medical
benefits extended into retirement, because they currently have no retirees so they see
no cost to this benefit! Now it's becoming an issue, as companies look closer at
what the promises are to an increasing retirement population. Of course, if they apply
FAS 106 to it, it doesn't matter how many retirees they currently have. It's the
function of what the benefit promise is and what they are going to have in the future.
So that's creating some problems in Latin America.

Unless there are specific questions on Latin America, I will touch on the international
accounting standard. It was originally formulated under IAS 19. The IASC was
formed in 1973 by the somewhat different accounting bodies in ten countries. The
countries were Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands,
the U.K., and Ireland, and the U.S. Those are countries with fundamentally different
approaches to accounting, not just for pensions but overall principlss.

Part of the impetus for the formation was the fact that U.S. GAAP accounting was
getting a higher profile worldwide, so the other countries got together and said maybe
they should come up with some other standard to counter the lack of any interna-
tional standard and the influence of U.S. GAAP. The objective as stated was to
formulate and promote accounting standards that would be accepted and observed
on a worldwide basis. It's much broader than pensions, but we're going to focus
specifically on the pension area. Well, the original pronouncement, the IAS 19, was
very general and very permissive. After years of review, the IASC then came out
with Exposure Draft (ED) 47. It is actually dated December 1992, but to my
knowledge it did not really surface until well into the first quarter of 1993. It has a
couple of interesting comments in the preamble. Comments were due by March 15,
1993. I have not seen any of the comments, and I don't know for a fact that there
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are none, but we've not been able to find any written comments that have been
submitted to the body. And then in almost the next sentence the IASC goes on to
state it is putting forward a new exposure draft based on comments on the prior IAS
19. "The board has recognized that it may have to carry out a more comprehensive
review of IAS 19 in the foreseeable future." So before it gets started, it is saying that
maybe this isn't the end-all.

In spite of its apparent lack of publicity at the moment, it will become an issue. It has
broad statements on what constitutes a pension/retirement plan to be accounted for.
In the area of termination indemnities, It has a weaker statement than FAS 87. FAS
87 says very specifically that termination indemnities are to be treated and accounted
for. This says they may be accounted for like a retirement plan. As FAS did, it puts
some teeth into insured plans and says that you do not end your liability just because
part of the fund is with an insurance company. It has what I would call wishy-washy
statements on assumptions, and the only semiconcrete statement is that it allows
implicit assumptions. In this regard it is similar to SSAP 24, saying you can use
implicit assumptions even if none of the individual ones really are appropriate today, if
together they form a good package. This is contrary to FAS 87 and CICA.

On methods, ED 47 is like some of the actuarial material in the U.S. and Canada from

10 or 15 years ago. It breaks them down into accrued-benefit methods and
projected-benefrt methods and has descriptions of why one method has increasing
costs and another doesn't. It then says any of the methods are acceptable. So by
using Bob's terminology, it's totally nonprescriptive when it comes to the actuarial
method.

Let me read you some of the disclosure items that are required under it. It is required
"To disclose the actuarial method, the pension expense, but no components thereof,"
and something referred to as the "actuarial present value of promised retirement
benefits at the date of the most recent actuarial evaluation." This is sort of an ABO.

You have to show the fair-plan assets. You don't have to show any prepaid or
accrued liability. You have to show the vested benefit liability. It doesn't really say
how that compares with the accrued liability. You have to show the assumptions,
frequency of valuations, and any other significant changes. So, in general, it is a fair
list of disclosure, but it doesn't get into the components of the pension expense, so
you don't really see some of the interaction and what's happening. There is no
requirement as under FAS 87 for something similar to the PBO. Where it goes from
here is an open question. Evidenced by this audience It hasn't received high publicity,
but international accounting standards are, I think, going to come under more scrutiny
in the near future. That wraps up Latin America and the international accounting
standard.

One of the areas, in my experience, in which a great deal of interest in accounting for
retirement plans exists, is in mergers and acquisitions. W'_h recent activity, disparate
accounting standards, and different treatments, pensions have come to the forefront
frequently in these transactions. Companies of several different nationalities may be
involved in a split of a given company or a complicated acquisition. To the extent
that each is looking at its own accounting treatment for the pension or retirement
plan, it produces a confusing set of numbers to be dealt with to finalize a transaction.
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It is an area in which U.S. multinationals have pushed to try to use FAS 87 account-
ing. Even when they're acquiring a European company, they will try to write FAS 87
into their transaction up front. This provides a basis they understand that can
quantify any promises as opposed to being subject to the German company saying,
"We've accounted for the German plan on the German beok-reserve basis, and that's
what you get." A U.S. company will typically try to impose its own standards.

My own personal opinion, nothing I can document concretely, is that unless the
international accounting standard moves very quickly and becomes much more
specific, there may be a movement (seconding what Bob said) toward adopting FAS
87 as the more universal standard. Bob mentioned a couple of reasons why he sees
it growing and expanding in popularity and use, because the U.S. economy is fairly
dominant and FAS 87 is very prescriptive. I think those are very valid reasons. I
think there are even more reasons why it would become more widespread. As I
mentioned, in many ways it has become a "de facto" standard on mergers and
acquisitions. We've seen transactions between a European and a Japanese company
in which they've written PBO, ABO, FAS 87 terms into their buy-sellagreement, and
they have no reasonto account under U.S. GAAP. So mergers and acquisition is one
reason. The other is what I call "confusingproliferation." A number of countriesare
adopting new accountingstandards in the area of pensionsand seem to be doing
their versionor a carboncopy of FAS 87. I mentionedMexico. Another one in
Europeis Norway, with a proposalthat is similarto FAS 87. So inthe resulting
confusion, FAS 87 may becomethe dominant force.

Another reasonis coupled with the fact that many foreigncompaniesare borrowing
from U.S. banksand are trying to get American Depository Receipts(ADRs) listed on
the U.S. stock exchange. U.S. banks and the SEC essentiallywant anybody that
does businesswith them to account for everything worldwide on a U.S. GAAP basis.
That brings in FAS 87. So this is a very broadnet that brings in U.S. accounting
and, hence, FAS 87,

There is anotherexample. A non-U.S, company made headlineswhen it just an-
nounced unilaterallythat it is adopting U.S. accountingstandardson a worldwide
basis to keep its books and evaluate its operations;this would extend to the pension
accounting. This was a unilateralstatement not directly relatedto it wanting to be
listed on the New York Stock Exchangeor any other. It was a decisionthat it could
run its businessbetter by having a more prescriptiveset of accounting standards,
such as the U.S. GAAP, as opposedto rather flexibleGerman accounting standards.
In some ways this is reminiscentof the olddays in life insurancecompanieswhen
you could hide a lot of surplusunder other names inthe statements.

One area that I think will be quite interestingin the next year will be the precipitous
drop in interest rates. Of course, I'm sure allof you are aware of how it's affecting
what's happeningin the U.S. The drop has been even more dramatic intemationafly.
In France, in one recent 12-month period,the actual benchmark interest rate that we
look at for FAS 87 - government bondsor high-gradecorporate bonds- dropped
very close to 3%. That's a rather significanteffect and there was a similar drop in
many of the Europeancountries in the last 12 months.
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MR. HEITZMAN: Okay, what David said about mergers and acquisitions has been
my experience as well. Typically what happens is the buyer wants the PBO and the
seller wants the ABO written into the contract for the sale. And what that means is

they would like assets equal to the PBO to be transferred from the seller's pension
plan. If that's not possible under local statutory requirements for diwying up pension
assets, then there may be some adjustment made in the purchase price. We
represent some buyers and some sellers, as I'm sure David and Gareth do. But
personally my opinion is that the PBO is the appropriate measure to measure the
pension expense that has truly accrued during the period in which the plan was
maintained by the seller. Of course, depending on which side of the transaction your
client's on, you advocate his or her position. But in theory, I think the PBO is the
right number.

FROM THE FLOOR: Bob, this is a general question although my exposure's been to
U.S. accounting. I've heard generalizations about accounting in German-speaking
countries, and I'm told that the accounting practices are designed to conceal value in
the company. And then in south European countries, the accounting practices are
designed to conceal information from taxing authorities. Now these may be unfair
generalizations, but is it possible that U.S. accounting rules are becoming more
dominant because until recently we were the only ones who really cared about
theoretical accuracy?

MR. HEITZMAN: It's sounds pretty plausible to me. I don't know much about it. I
think David mentioned some things about German accounting that certainly ring true.

FROM THE FLOOR: Was I overgeneralizing?

MR. HEALY: No. I think that's true. It is comparable to the parallel with life insur-
ance companies in the old days, when they could mask surplus under another name.
I think the German and Swiss companies have used their local accounting standards
to hide the true worth of their companies by overstating liabilities. Their rational is "we
want to be very conservative and make sure the company is very stable, so the fact
that our accounting standards permit this is not a problem." The problems that such
companies now realize is that it was okay in a small community, but now with the
worldwide scope of these large companies, it's very hard to ensure any consistency
from year to year because they've exported the local "flexibility" on their books
worldwide. And so it was very easy to mask problems for many years. Companies
are now fearful that some of their operations around the world would do that
independently, and with all the flexibility, management would have difficulty knowing
soon enough when things were starting to go bad.

I have not seen any great push from the accounting authorities in Germany or
Switzerland to do anything to their local accounting standards to make them more
specific like the U.S. But if companies start using FAS 87, there will be competitive
pressure for the other companies to be comparable.

FROM THE FLOOR: Is the company in question going to actually report its numbers
to the public on the U.S. GAAP basis, or are they just distributed for internal
purposes?
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MR. HEALY: No, it stated it would publish its annual reports on that basis. Yes, it
was more than internal.

FROM THE FLOOR: Does that mean it's going to fall under German accounting rules,
or are German accounting rules flexible enough?

MR. HEALY: Under German accounting rules, they have to footnote a few things,
but in general they're flexibleenough that they could do somethinglike that. In the
European community, some of the Europe 1992 initiatives have temporarily been
delayed, and accounting was never a high priority. There has been discussions such
as the ones Gareth alluded to. Also, on the employee benefits side, the actuaries are
trying to come to some common understanding in the U.K. and the European
continent. They've touched on accounting but really haven't gotten into it, because
they have some more basic issues to deal with before they get to accounting.

MR. WILLIAMS: I don't really have anything tied to that, but I'll add something to
what Bob and David said about whether FAS 87 becomes a worldwide standard. I
can see it moving in that direction as well, but I would just have one hope and plea
that they don't involve this ridiculous discount rate in the methodology, because I
don't think anyone's been too excited up until now. But I think we're seeing that it
doesn't make much sense to have pension expense jumping around like it is.

FROM THE FLOOR: I am a practicing U.S. actuary. I agree with you 100%. It's
outrageous.

MR. HEITZMAN: With FAS 871 don't think the projected unit-credit method is the
best method to use there either, because it tends to be very sensitive to the average
age of the covered group. And you might have an industry or a company in which
the work force is maturing and the average age of the group is rising because people
who retire are not being fully replaced by new people. It has a tendency, to climb as
a percentage of pay, and I see that as being contrary to the goals of the FASB when
it developed this statement. And I think we would have been better off with some
sort of an entry-age normal or a level-premium approach. But I remember when that
whole discussion was going on. Actuaries didn't really address that issue. They
didn't really talk about which funding method to prescribe if you were going to
prescribe one. Actuaries spent all their energy saying don't tell us what to do. Now
what is it they're going to tell us to do never happened. And I don't think there was
ever really much actuarial input into that decision. And it was sad to see. I thought
it was kind of a futile episode in the history of our profession, because we never really
gave up on the idea that we were going to convince the FASB not to do this. As a
result, we never got really involved in the discussion of what the statement would
say.

MR. WILLIAMS: There's supposed to be a review of SSAP 24 in the works, but I'm
not sure of the status of that. I think they're not being overprescriptive. When they
say projected-unit credit, they're saying projected-unit credit, unless the circumstances
of the plan mean that another method makes more sense. For example, in Bob's
situation in which there is a closed fund and no new entrants, then it won't require
projected-unit credit, so it's a little gentler than the U.S.
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MR. HEALY: One footnote. I didn't mean to paint a picture of FAS 87 being a
panacea. The facts indicate that it is becoming generalized. However, in addition to
the interest rate problems, one problem that surfaces dramatically internationally is the
specificity of the projected unit-credit attribution. It has to follow the pattern of the
benefits. VErthsome of the designs and the ancillaries under many foreign pension
plans, if you follow the letter of FAS 87, it will produce some strange, incomprehen-
sive, and illogical results. So if it were to become more widespread, it would require
at least some supplementary guidance on how those standards could be reasonably
applied to plansthat were never envisioned by the drafters of FAS 87.
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